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Abstract

Traditionally Legal Knowledge Based System (LKBS) re-

search concentrates on the matching of abstracted case facts

with some formal representation of the law. How these facts

are obtained, and how the abstraction that is necessary to

‘match’ the facts with terms mentioned in legsl rules or

precedents, is accomplished, is left unmentioned (typically

the user is assigned this task). The paper will describe this

‘reconstruction’ phase that precedes legal assessment of the

case at hand. An elaboration of exactly this subtask can

solve many problems of developing LKBS’S.

The development of a practical application for first or-

der legal aid to members of one of the largest trade unions

in The Netherlands by non professional volunteers is de-

scribed. A LKBS is being developed to improve referral to

professionals and to induce a better understanding of the law

by the volunteers when handling ‘dismisssl’ cases. Analysis

of the tssks executed by the volunteers reveals the necee-

sity of extending the core of legal reasoning, assessment,

wit h a practical part, aimed at supporting the reconstruc-

tion of the csse. The support is baaed on stereotypicrd plans

(scenario’s), and an interface that reflects these scenarios.

Furthermore, the application is embedded in a tra&ionaJ

information retrieval environment. A successful prototype

has been developed, and we are now in the phase of building

the actual system.

Keywords: assessment, legal case reconstruction, stereo-

typical plans, real-world application

1 Introduction

This paper describes a research project which aims at de-

signing and implementing a practical application using ar-

tificial intelligence techniques in a legal domain: a Legal

Knowledge Based System (LKBS) for Dutch dismissal law.

The notion that the implemented system is going to be used

in practice is important. As a result, the research is fo-

cussed on the more practical problem of reconstruction of

legal csses, instead of a new approach of matching facts and

rules. Legal information and knowledge–bssed systems can
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only function on the bssis of a complete and coherent case

description. Present systems do not offer any substantial

support in obtaining such a description. Typically the user

(legal professional or layman) has a limited set of terms at

his/her disposal, and describing the case at hand consists

of ‘selecting’ the appropriate terms, ususlly prompted by

(multiple<hoice) questions from the system. The user has

no overview over the csae facts provided, and relations be-

tween facts are absent or implicit. The resulting csse de-

scription may be incomplete, and will most likely be inco-

herent. In a coherent case the different roles of objects and

subjects in situations/actions (identity), and the causal and

teleological relations between situations/aetions (causality

and intentions) are clear. When these are not clear, the

system will not be able to reason about motives and re-

sponsibilities, nor about possible future actions, and only

partially about the applicability of legaf terms and norms.

In the research described here, we focus on supporting

the intake of full case descriptions. We suggest the use of

stereotypical, abstract csse frames (plans), and a transpar-

ent user interface that reflects these plans at a conceptual

level that compares to the level of understanding of the user.

The case frames used, represent the coherence of cases more

explicitly, when roles of agents and actions in time are con-

cerned. This is the reason for calling these case frames ‘skele-

tal plans’. Using these plans facilitates a more natural style

of presentation to the user. In order to allow also for a more

flexible style of reasoning about the coherence of plans, it is

suggested to investigate an even more profound representa-

tion of planning knowledge.

Another way of supporting users with the abstraction

of legal cases is introduced by using an intermediate level

of conceptual knowledge in the collection of prototypical

cases. The terminology used for constructing and presen-

tating these cases stems from (a.o sources) educational ma-

terial, instead of legal sources. Legal definition rules and

compiled out expert knowledge is used to obtain a case de-

scription at the right level of abstraction.

The research started with building a model of expertise

for legal consulting. The model of expertise stems from the

CommonKADS methodology, a standard in knowledge engi-

neering [Schreiber et .al 1993]. A model of expertise consists

of three layers. The first layer consists of a tssk decom-

position and a control structure for the process of reason-

ing. The second layer encompasses the necessary inferences:

reasoning steps capable of inferring new knowledge, e.g. ab

straction of a csse, or selection of a stereotypical plan (see
below), Finally the third layer contains the domain knowl-

edge that needs to be represented in order to make ressoning
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possible. Representations of legal rules belong to this last

layer.

The description of the research starts with an outline of

the motive for and the purposes of the project. The devel-

opment of an expertise model and design of the implemen-

tation is reported upon after this. In our case, thix phase

is based upon an analysis of the functions that have to be

fulfilled inside the organization. Empirical and analytical

research of the taxk of (legal) consulting reveals the neces-

sary subdivision of the global task. Subtasks as collecting

and abstracting facts and using the resulting abstracted case

description to solve the present problem will be identified.

We intend to support these various subtilsks with the im-

plemented system in different ways. After the evaluation of

the prototype, a model for legal consulting is suggested. An

example of the model, with relevant aspects of the domain

is given. The paper is concluded by the lessons learned from

this practical research.

2 Motive and purposes

The system is being developed for one of the largest trade

unions in Holland, the Industrial Union FNV. This union

has about 250.000 members. In principal, first legal aid for

the benefit of its members is provided by volunteers. In the

near future, these volunteers will be concentrated in approx-

imately eighty law centres, spread over the country. This de-

velopment consolidates the deployment of volunteers in or-

der to take over tasks previously performed by professionals.

The research project described in this paper, started with

an investigation of the possible negative consequences of this

development and the possibdities for (knowledge based) au-

tomation of some tasks at the law centres. Problems have

been identified concerning different aspects of the quality

of the offered services: consistency, and reliability of the

advice given, and the first impression the clients get. The

volunteers tend to express a lack of knowledge, resulting in

insecurity and a non-efficient way of problem solving. As a

result, a great number of case files is still referred to legal

professionals, lacking the necessary details.

Several solutions for the problems mentioned exist: ed-

ucation of the volunteers, support by means of hardcopy

documentation, and the use of computers for assistance or

partial automation of the tasks to perform. The union is al-

ready investing a great deal of time and money in education.

The problem with existing documentation is the difficulty in

updating it, and smooth coupling with the knowledge level

of the volunteers. The last, up till now underdeveloped alter-

native, the use of (knowledge based) information technology,

seems to be the best opportunity to improve the qudlty of

legrd aid to the members of the union.

The system to be implemented will serve two main goals.

First the referral of cases to professional lawyers should be

improved by obtaining all data from the client, necessary

for the solution of the presented problem. In other words, a

complete and coherent case description should be obtained.
Secondly, the usc of the systcm should provoke a better un-
derstanding of the case by the volunteer. This will lead to a

more satisfying settlement of the case from the perspective
of the client.

It is important to note that deciding a case is not the

main goal for the described system. Collection of essentiaJ

data and pointing into possible directions is. Of course, in
order to decide a case, these subtasks are crucial,

Expert: ‘... Well, I assume A. has a labourcontract, which

implies a procedure for an appeal for dismissal.

. . . .

Furthermore, it is important to know to what extend

A. can be forced to work at regular times. Dld she

agree on terms of restricted availabdity?’

Volunteer: ‘.... She has agreed to call every week to ask

where and how she might work. So it is rather easy to

put her aaide’

Expert: ‘It might be not so bad. It depends on the question

whether she is obligated to appear on demand . ...’

Figure 1: An example of the results of the Wizard of Oz

experiments

3 Task analysis

The analysis of the consulting taak aimed at the way in

which this task should be executed. Also, the analysis ad-

dressed how the future users currently perform th~ task

in practice. Different methods were used to carry out this

analysis. In the first place an extensive study of educational

materiaJ and directions of the volunteers was combined with

a rational task analysis [De Greef & Breuker, 1992].

Secondly, the resulting task decomposition wax revised

using the results of a so called ‘Wizard of Oz’ experiment

[Winkels, 1992]. During such an experiment, an expert is

acting as a mock up of the prospective system, which is

consulted by a future user. The texts exchanged during in-

teraction are recorded just like the voices of both expert

and user who are asked to think aloud. In our case, volun-

teers were asked to solve a d:smissal case, with support of an

expert. Volunteer and expert worked in different rooms dur-

ing the experiments and interacted via terminals in natural

language. In this way data have been collected concerning

task conception, knowledge level and expectations of the

user. Moreover, these data facilitated the comparison of the

suggested task decomposition with the actual behaviour of

experts.

The Wizard of Oz experiments lead to the following

observations. At a very abstract level, the terminological

knowledge of the volunteers was sufficient in order to com-

municate with the expert. At the other hand, the incom-
plete, and sometimes erroneous knowledge of the volunteers

lead them to jump to conclusions; typical novice behaviour

(e.g. [Jansweijer, 1988]). The experts used the terminology

and interpretations of the volunteers, whenever possible, but

also tried to ‘broaden their horizon’ by stating alternative

interpretations, and asking for additional information. Our

mock–up experiments once more stressed the importance of

involving the consulting person (in this case the volunteer)

in the problem solving process, for example by giving an

opportunity for generating and specifyortg hYpothese~, The
task analysis resulted in a task decomposition, consisting

of subtasks like listening, formulating the clients problem,

information retrieval etc. These subtasks can be divided

into three functional categories: collecting and specifying

the data, combining this data with existing information and

knowledge, and finally producing a referral to the profes-
sional lawyer. Our observations correspond to earlier find-

ings on consulting [Johnson et al, 1987]. In this research,

the way an (artificial) ccmsultant should perform his task
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was considered. Abstraction of the collected data into the

terminology of the domain of expertise, and refinement of

the data in cooperation with the client is emphasized.

4 Task distributionhr the prototype

Distribution of the various subtasks over the involved agents

led to the outline for the architecture of the prototype sys-

tem. The involved agents are: volunteer, LKBS, and the

already existing databsze UIS (Union Information System).

In principle, the user is in full control of the task execu-

tion. Support is given by two knowledge bssed modules: a

rule based assessment module and a reconstruction module

that is rooted in a skeletal frame for dismissal c-. The

complete knowledge based system uses one data representa-

tion, a frame based model of the world: concepts, attributes

and actions. The UIS supplies data about members which

are already recorded. In addition, the UIS includes a text

retrieval system. Texts originating from educational mate-

rial and supporting documentation can be withdrawn by the

user with key words.

When a union volunteer is confronted with someone who

is (possibly going to be) fired, the session begins with the

retrieval of data rdready existing in the UIS. The interaction
between the LKBS and the user follows next. Since the

user is in control, he or she can decide which information to

supply at what time. The system does not force the user in a

specific sequence of questions. However, the case description

phase is prestructured by using a skeletal frame for dismissal

cases, consisting of four phsses: entering into the labour

contract, the causes for dismissal, the actual dismissal and

any counteraction after dismissal.

These four different stages have been identified during

the domain analysis. It is very difficult to reason about

cases considering agreements, without some notion of succe-

sive actions (cf. [Gardner, 1987]). The frame is presented to

the user, using different screens (forms) for all stages. The

layout of an example screen is presented in Fig.2.l The user
is given a complete overview of possible relevant facts, con-

cerning the selected phsse. Furthermore, jumping to other

phases and options is possible at all times.

A central role for the volunteer handling the case is stressed.

Apart from sasigning the main part of the control of the

global tssk and the execution of the abstraction tzsk to the

user, he or she is also able to pose hypotheses concerning

the case, that can be matched with the legal rules.

5 Evaluation of the prototype

Users evaluate the use of forms, representing stages corre-

sponding to their natural conception of ‘stories’, positively.

The same holds for the aspect of user control. However, an

important problem remains.

The abstractions of volunteers, concerning csse facts, do

not correspond to legal terminology and cannot directly be

matched against legal rules. The volunteers use a strategy to

simplify the complexity of handling legal cases, that seems

to be based on the recognition of prototypical cases. In

this way, the central issue of a case can be spotted quickly,

which makes gathering relevant facts and recollecting rel-

evant knowledge essier. The conclusion that prototypical

caaes play an important role in making legal cases acces-

1An English version is presented. The original interIace is in

Dutch.
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,~~l)ajdi9-s@s~fi:;i

Da~e ‘J+ dlsmtssal w:!wj$i$i$::’j ~ ‘roceoure So far

~ Hypothesis
Con,.:, ance Written notice

:Vwwwiwj
: Evaluation
: Referall
m

: He ID
m

: Quit
m
m

Figure 2: An example of the screens remesenting succezive

st;ges in dismissal C-aces. The user is abl; to mani~ulate data

s/he knows about, or to jump to another phase, considered

to be more relevant.

sible for beginners is supported by experiences during the

experiments mentioned above.

The idea of using protypical cases, or case frames in or-

der to facilitate selection and abstraction of relevant facts is

elaborated in the next sections. These sections start with a

model which plays a central role in most research of LKBS’S:

a model of assessment.

6 Towards a model of legal consulting

Assessment is the core of all legal reasoning, zs demonstrated
by e.g. Breuker [Breuker, 1992]. Assessment is essential for

all kinds of legal reasoning, including reasoning on behalf

of retrieval of legal texts. The main point of assessment is

the match of a normative system agsinst an abstract case

description [Breuker et. al, 1987].

The mere remark that such a task is central to legal

reasoning will not be surprishrg. Most existing legal ex-

pert systems mainly depend on matching formalized legal

rules with collected facts. However, a direct matching proce-

dure, driven by successive on=ided questions and answers,

is bound to come to a deadlock.

New insights in solving the problem of preparing the

match in assessment have been presented in recent research

in the field of assessment [Valente & L6ckenhof, 1994]. De-

scriptions are given for different configurations of inference

steps, covering the abstraction of C= descriptions and the

match of these abstractions with the normative system.

First, the translation of accumulated facts into legal ter-

minology can happen in two ways: two-step abstraction
and using csse frames. In case of & tw=tep abstraction,

unstructured data is structured and selected in order to ac-

quire relevant case data. This can be done by form filling for

instance. When someone is confronted with a form, whfie

entering data about a case at hand, s/he is forced to adapt

to the (implicitly) represented coherence of the csae. If the

relevance (or coherence) of data differs for different cases,

czse frames can be used. When the case at hand is recog-
nized ss ‘typical’, the exact case frame focusscs on relevant

data with a predisposed coherence.
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It is easy to notice that in the prototype we used a tw~

step abstraction, Relevant case data were extracted by fill-

ing four different forms for four different stages. Although

the use of different stages implies some sort of skeletal plan

or case frame, it is important to consider the fact that no

difference is made concerning the relevance of facts, as this is

exactly the main goaf of the use of case frames. In the next
section we will propose a model for legal consulting which

does differentiate between the relevance of facts for different

typical cases.

The inferences described above, aim at another impor-

tant step: abstraction of the facts, as well. In LKBS’S,

abstraction can be guided by the use of definitional legaf

knowledge. Many legaf rules are concerned with defining

legal concepts. In the proposed model for legal consulting,

these kind of legal rules will play an important role in ar-

riving at an abstract case description. After completion of

the abstraction inference, it should be possible to match the

case description with a selected set of rules.

The selection of appropriate rules in order to perform

the necessary match is the second branch developed in the

model of assessment, although not a key issue in this pa-

per. This selection also includes the recognition of conflicts

between rules and the attachment of priority values. A jus-

tified appreciation of these features is essentiaf for reaching

a right formalization of legaf rules.

In our view the development of these two branches (ab-

stract and match) coincide with the proposed separation

of world ( term: nologicaZ) knowledge and legal (normative)

knowledge in legal knowledge based systems by Breuker and

Den Haan (e.g. [Breuker & den Haan, 1991]). They propose

such a separation in order to reach a tractable matching

procedure. If matching is tractable, the use of conditional

answers and hypothetical reasoning is facilitated.

These reflections result in a model for legal ressoning

proposed by Valente and Breuker [Valente & Breuker, 1994]

and presented in Fig. 3. Structuring the facts and reasoning

about terminological (world) knowledge is separated from

the matching of the abstracted case+fescription with for-

malized rules. Further on in this paper, an elaboration of

reasoning with world knowledge will be presented.

7 A model of reconstruction in legal consulting

The system now under development, aims at the reconcilia-

tion of lay knowledge, expert knowledge and (written) legal

knowledge. Lay knowledge is used for the specification of

facts and the recognition of skeletal (stereotypical) plans.

The expert knowledge is incorporated in the composition of

the plans and compiled out in a smalf part of surface knowl-
edge to facilitate abstraction. Legal knowledge is used for

abstraction (definitional knowledge) and assessment (nor-

mative knowledge).

A part of the proposed inference structure for legal con-

sulting that is used for designing the architecture of the

system is presented in Fig. 4. The figure represents the in-

ference steps and domain knowledge, necessary for executing

the abstraction task.
After the collection of some initial facts, very close to

a (for the user) natural conception of events in the world,

a first abstraction can be made. This abstraction consists

of the selection of a skeletal plan. In a skeletal plan data

about essential facts are represented. These data are used

during specification of the skeletal plan, by determining the

essentird facts. The way these skeletaf plans (or case frames)

and the terminology that is used in these plans, compares

[ structure case & I—

hstructured case
descr lpt 10n

&

abstract case

1
r

babstracl case
descrlpt Ion

SYSTEM MODEL

1 WORLD
KNOWLEOGE I

ewolated norms

b-resolve confkts

NORMATIVE KNOWLEOGE

-m

-cSECONDARY NORMS

(empower mg norms,
derogat (we norms,

prlnclples)

—

—

Figure 3: Model forlegaf assessment, developed by Valente

& Breuker, 1994.
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Figure 4: The proposed inference model forcolfecting and
abstracting relevant facts, precedent to matching facts and
legal rules.

to Iegaf terminology, is explained in a detailed example in

the next section.

After the first steps of abstraction (structuring the data)

the final step towards an abstracted case description in le-

gaf terminology can be made. Two types of knowledge are

used to perform this finaf abstraction step: legaf (defini-

tionrd) knowledge and compiled out expert knowledge (sur-

face knowledge). The resulting abstracted case description

can be matched against the formalized rules.z

In the next section an example of the use of domain

knowledge in this inference model is presented.

8 An example: dismissal ofon-call workers

Speciaf contracts for on-calf workers3 are not defined in

Dutch Iabour law. Only two sorts of labour contracts are

defined: contracts for definite and indefinite duration. It

is not possible to deduce straight forward from the rules in

the law, whether an on-calf worker is in the possession of

a labour contract or not. Three conditions must be met

before the conclusion that alabour contract exists can be

drawn: therelation between employer and employee should

be distinguished byauthority of theemployer, labourh=to

beperformed bytheemployee persmmlly and he should be

payed for this. Therole these conditions play inthefactuaf

decisions ofjudgesis represented in anumberof precedent

2Currently, this approach, using a weak problem solving model
precedent to a strong model is an accepted way of combining the

known advantages of respectively swiftness and sccuracy of such mod-

els [Simmons, 1992].
30WCrm workers did not agree for a ,fixed number of working

houm. The employer can ask them to work when necessarY

{

occasional services4

Agreement

“o”co@t-c&~y::~::

F
temporary worker

regular contract

Labour contract

1-

recorded

on call contract
-t

arrangements

etc...

‘etc...

Figure 5: Two hierarchies concerning contracts in dizrnissaf

law, the hierarchy above represents the possibtities men-

tioned in the law, the other hierarchy gives an partiaf

overview of known descriptions of reaf world situations

cases [Bakels, 1990; Bakels, 1992]. The feature of authority

plays the most centraf role in deciding these csses. So, it is

not the agreement two parties have signed on paper that is

at stake, but the actual content of the relationship between

employer and employee. The issue of labour contracts is very

important in dizmissaf cases, because a far reaching employ-

ment protection exists, which in principle forbids dismissal

if such a contract (or an equivalent relationship) exists.

The result of this situation is that the volunteers of the

union are confronted with a great number of csses of on-call

workers that appear to be the same, but will result in very

different outcomes, depending on the existence of a labour

contract. Fortunately, experts are able to give some rules

of thumb, which reflect the way judges tend to decide these

sort of csaes. Important issues are i.a.: the continuity of the

relationship between employer and on-caff worker, the party

who initiated arrangements for jobs, and possible problems

for the employee if he resisted to agree with such initiatives.

All these facts contribute to deciding whether authority is

present or not. However, none of these facts are represented

in the law straight away. A skeletal plan for cases concerning

on-calf workers focusing on these centraf issues resembles

the knowledge embedded in precedent csaes as welf as in

legaf experts. Specifying the indicated data should be the

starting point for solving such cases.

The way the notion of on-calf workers compares to ter-

minology used in labour law, is roughly represented in figure

5. The problem is that the two represented hierarchies do

not match. The concepts in the different hierarchies belong

to a different abstraction level. For every concept existing

in the reaf world, it is important to determine the position

in the legaf terminology. We claim specific abstraction rules

for the distinct situations (and concepts) in typicsl cases ex-

ist. In case of on-call workers for example, some of these

rules are given in the example below.

Note that the most relevant facts in cases concerning on–

calf workers, are concentrated in the first phsae: entering

into the labour contract. Using case frames in stead of only

four phases to concentrate on relevant facts, facilitates a

more specific grouping of relevant facts in the case frame

that is chosen.

Once the existence of a labour contract iz demonstrated,
the evaluation of the actual dismissal can begin. Different

ways of firing people are defined, fike rescission by a magir+
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trate, instant dismissal, appeal for permission for dismissrd,
etc. Each form of dismissal has it’s own possible motivations
and moreover specific procedural rules to be followed.

The way the system under implementation will support
the intake of cmes described above will be clarified in the

following specification of the named inference steps.

Selection of the skeletal plan: The first step consists of

deciding which plan is going to be used during specifi-

cation of the facts. A list of possible descriptions of the

present case is presented to the user. The terminology

used originates from practice and suites the way the

volunteers are educated, so the selection of the proper

items should be no problem for the user. This ter-
minology compares to the hierarchy at the bottom of

figure 5. Global terms and specific attributes selected

by the volunteer are compared by the system in order

to be able to select the prototypical plan.

Concerning on–call workers: treating on-call workers
as a catagory is very familiar to the volunteers. An-

swering the question whether arrangements have been

recorded on paper leads to an even more specific case

frame. The chosen case frame facilitates the next step.

Specification of the facts: The attributes pointed out by

the expert as being essential for on-call workers, con-

cerning authority, are presented to the user in shape

of sequential forms. These forms again represent the

different stages of a dismissal case. The user is now in

the position to specify the facts of the present case.

If both parties have recorded their arrangements, aa-

pects with increaaed relevance are for example: the

party having the initiative for entering new engage-

ments, a possible obligation for the employee to con-

firm to the wishes of the employer etc. If recorded ar-

rangements do not exist, comparable aspects are rel-

evant, but cannot be checked directly. In this case,

relevant facts like past conflicts about vacations (in

connection with obligations) and the existence of fixed

working-days (supported with pay slips for example)

have been included in the case frame.

Abstraction: The system combines the definitional knowl-

edge from the law with the expert knowledge about

precedent cases. An abstraction at level of legal terms

(the hierarchy at the top of figure 5) should be reached.

In figure 6 two examples of abstraction rules are given.

When assessing a complete case, not only the existence

of a lab our contract is determined (abstracted). For

example all the actions of the employer in connection

with the dismissaJ are abstracted in order to match the

procedural rules.

Match: The resulting abstracted case description is matched

to formalized rules. An example, describhrg such a

math can be found in [Den Haan & Breuker, 1991].

9 Conclusion

We take the position that in order to build a practical LKBS,

one should analyse the task that has to be executed, in stead

of taking a fixed model of legal reasoning for granted. Con-

cerning the task of legal consulting, the task analysis pre-

sented in this paper leads to the conclusion that gathering
and abstracting relevant facts is at least as important as

matching these facts with the rules.

If a contract includes:

Personal labour &

Payment &

Authority in relationship between parties

Then

This contract is a labour contract

If An on call contract includes:

An obligation to appear on demand

Then

This contract includes authority in relationship

between parties

Figure 6: Examples of abstraction rules in law and expert

knowledge respectively

It is a mistake to place the main part of the burden

of abstraction on the users of LKBS’S. Although people
outperform computer systems on reasoning about the world,

efforts trying to support such tasks should be encouraged.

Two ways of doing this are presented in the paper.

Firstly, we supported reconstruction with an adequate

interface, adjusted to the (task) conception of the user. Users

evaluate the presentation of forms for different phases of dis-
missal cases positively. This interface replaces a sequence of

machine driven answers and questions. ‘

Secondly, compiled out expert knowledge can be used for

configuring a set of skeletal plans, which comprise knowledge

about the essence of certain facts in recognized typical cases.

Furthermore, knowledge about the way judges used essential

facts in precedent cases, should be represented and reasoned

with, in order to support abstraction of facts to legal ter-

minology. Once an abstracted case description is reached,

the computer should do what it is good at: reasoning with

rules.

When trying to support abstraction of legal cases, one

should recognize the fact that humans do not make abstrac-

tions to legal terminology in one step. Different abstrac-
tions are used (like in text books) to improve accessibfity of

complex domains. In combination with skeletal plans, these

abstractions are useful for identifying relevant facts. ThkI

was demonstrated with an example about classification of

Iabour contracts.

Supporting abstraction should, to some extend, incorp~

rate world knowledge. From this point of view, it might be

promising to improve reasoning about reconstruction (and

planning) in LKBS’S, with an even more elaborate use of

planning techniques, surpassing the use of skeletal plans.

Although the use of skeletal plans implies the choice for

an explicit coherence between the represented facts, maybe

this coherence should be represented more explicitly, -M5

ing elements of planning knowledge. As we are modelling a

domain heavily involved with concepts stemming from the
planning domain, like agents, actions, intentions, goals and

assessment, this approach appears both natural and promis-

ing. After all, we are modelling a domain heavily involved

with concepts stemming from the planning domain, like

agents, actions, intentions, goals and assessment. Recent

research, using planning knowledge in the representation of

a legal domain, supplies arguments in support of this view

[Visser et,al, 1994]. This research concentrated on planning

of actions, in stead of reconstruction. The difference may be

surprisingly small though.
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